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GOOD NEWS FOR US

One of the more popular types of
programming that the major TV networks are
promoting is that of the extended or more in-
depth news.  Perhaps CBS started it was their
program 60 Minutes.  There are many other
now:  20/20, DayOne, PrimeTime Live, and
many others.  It seems that we have insatiable
appetite for "news."  Most of us watch news
programs, buy news magazines and
newspapers, and are eager to hear about what
is happening that doesn't make the regular
news.  A lot of what we hear, we don't really
like.  Most of it is "bad news" but we continue
to listen.  I would think that we could stand
some "good news" for a change.

The condition of the world about 2000
years ago was such that there was a lot of "bad
news" around.  The concept of the right of
individuals, the hope that modern medicine
gives to people, the well developed food
producing methods we now have, a good
transportation system -- all of  these were
missing.  Some people were in slavery, others
were dominated by occupying foreign armies
and life itself seemed to be cheap.  Into all this
bad news came a call for people turn their lives
around and make things ready for a Savior that
would soon be coming on the scene.  The
Hebrew people had been looking forward to
the coming of the One they called the Messiah.
This person had been mentioned in the blessing
that Israel gave to his sons, He had been
mentioned in the saga of Job (I know that my
Redeemer lives and will one day stand upon
the earth), He was spoken of by the Psalmists,
by Isaiah, and Daniel even predicted the time
when He would come onto the stage of the
world.  Those who were living during that
time and were familiar with the writing of the
prophets were expectantly looking for the
bearer of Good News at that time.

LUKE 3:2-4  Just in case not
everyone was looking for and expecting the
Messiah, God arranged for there to be an
announcement of the event.  I am impressed by
the fact that God had all this planned out (even
before the world began), even to the point of
arranging a miracle to allow an elderly couple
that were thought to be not capable of having
children to have a son.  You know the story of

how John, the Baptizer, was somewhat of a
miracle baby.  God has a purpose in His
miracles and some thirty years after the birth
of John he was acting, by most people's
standard, as rather weird.   But John was not
some eccentric who was out running around
the desert talking to whomever would listen.
This man was recognized by those who saw
and heard him as someone special.  He was
special enough and operated in such power
that people were questioning whether or not
he was the Messiah.  

There were several things that explain
why John was special.  First, he was filled with
the Holy Spirit (while he was still in his
mother's womb) and second, he was declaring
the word that God gave to him.  Folks, this is
exactly what God has made available to you
and me.  We too can be filled with God's Spirit
and we too can proclaim the word of God to
those around us.  John's message was that of
repentance and the good news that God was
willing to forgive those who repented of their
sins.  John would baptize people who had
experienced a change in their life.  In the Old
Testament, the word "repent" carried the idea
of physically turning around and going in the
opposite direction.  In the New Testament, the
idea is related to a change in one's mind or
attitude.  By combining these two, we can see
a fuller definition of the concept of repentance:
having a change of mind and attitude that
results in a change in direction of one's life.
John called for people to express this change
through the ceremony of baptism in which a
person would be dipped into water.  This was
a common practice among the Jewish
community and was normally used when a
Gentile became a follower of Judaism.  It
carried with it a symbol of washing for
purification.  

John's appearance on the scene of
history is in fulfillment of Isaiah's prophecy
that there would be one whose voice would
sound out from the wilderness and call for the
way to be made ready for the Lord.

LUKE 3:7-9  Matthew tells us that
John made this statement to the Pharisee and
Sadducees that had come out to hear him.
They did not come to be taught but to



criticize.  They didn't come to learn but to find
fault.  They were the religious lay leaders of
the Jews.  They were very knowledgeable
regarding the religion of the day, but the
condition of their heart was what John was
concerned about.  They had come to be
baptized but John could see there was not real
repentance.  A life that is marked by real
repentance will show evidence of that change.
John refused to let them find comfort in the
fact that they were Jews.  There are people
today who believe that they are Christians
(saved) because they are Americans or because
their parents were fine Christians.  There are
others who think that just because they walked
down an aisle and said a few word to a
preacher to the effect that they believe in
Jesus, that they can then live their lives anyway
they choose and that it will be perfectly alright
with God.  The real evidence that we believe in
Jesus is the fact that He lives in us and is our
very life. 

Notice that along with the Good News,
there was some Bad News.  It was time for a
change.  In fact, it was a last 

chance for many of these people.  John warned
them and we too should learn from his
message that time can run out and one day it
will be too late.  

LUKE 3:10-14  Not everyone was like
the religious leaders of that day.  Many people
were hungry for a good word about (and
from) God.  Those who were sincere wanted
to change and to find a better life.  Therefore,
the question:  "What should we do?"  There
was not anything really complicated about
what John told them. Most of them knew what
God wanted of them.  Most of us know what
God wants of us.  We just need to do it.
Hundreds of years before the Lord had spoken
through Habakkuk a generic set of
requirements:  "He has shown you, O man,
what is good.  What does the Lord required of
you but to do justly, to love mercy and to walk
humbly with your God." 

LUKE 3:15-17  John was aware of the
speculation about him as to whether he were
the Messiah.  In attempting set the record
straight, he referenced and contrasted what he
was doing to what would be done by the
Messiah when He did come.  John was
baptizing (or immersing) people in water.  The
Messiah would immerse people in the Holy
Spirit.  They would be surrounded and
engulfed by the Spirit of God.  John's baptism
symbolized washing as a means to purify.  The
Messiah was pictured as using fire in the
purifying process to burn away the dross from
the lives of all who would come to Him.  John
attempted to do some sorting between the
sincere and insincere that came to him for
baptism.  The Messiah would use the "breeze"
or wind of the Holy Spirit to bring conviction
and to draw men to Jesus.  Even after people
would come to Jesus, the work of the Holy
Spirit would still go on in that a separating
process would be carried out to separate us
from the perishable part of our lives and to
leave only that which is useful to God.  


